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The angular distribution of neutrons produced in the ·absorption of polarized p.- mesons by 
nuclei is calculated. Numerical computations are performed for 0 16 and Ca40 . 

1. INTRODUCTION 

THE investigation of the nuclear absorption of p.

mesons is a possible means to determine the char
acter of the non-electrodynamic interaction of the 
p.- mesons with nuclei. The nuclear absorption 
process of the p.- mesons goes through an inter
mediate stage under formation of a mesic atom 
and continues via the reaction 

(1) 

in which the proton ( P) absorbing the p. meson 
transforms into a neutron ( N) and a neutrino ( v ) . 
The difficulties involved in the discussion of proc
ess (1) in nuclei are not merely of computational 
nature. The trouble is that, owing to the large 
amount of released energy (Q"' 100 Mev), the 
neutrino and the neutron emitted by the nucleus in 
the capture of the p.- meson carry rather large 
angular momenta, and the remaining nucleus can 
acquire a high excitation energy. One must there
fore consider transitions involving comparatively 
large changes in the angular momentum and highly 
excited nuclear states, which obviously is a diffi
cult task, because of our insufficient knowledge of 
the nuclear wave functions. 

The nuclei in the nuclear p.--meson absorption 
processes were described in most calculations by 
the nuclear shell model with jj coupling. In this 
case the ratio of the probabilities for p.- capture 
in different nuclei depends on the form of the p. 

meson-nucleon interaction, so that the Fermi in
teraction (scalar, vector ) can be distinguished 
from the Gamow-Teller interaction (tensor, axial 
vector) .1- 3 

The experimental ratios of the p.- -capture 
probabilities for six pairs of nuclei were compared 
with the computed values of Tolhoek and Luyten3 in 
reference 4. In the opinion of the authors, the re-

suits point to the possible predominance of the 
Gamow-Teller interaction. This conclusion is, 
however, not sufficiently reliable, since the above
mentioned calculations have at best semi-quantita
tive character. 

The discovery of parity nonconservation in weak 
interactions increases the number of effects which 
may be utilized to decide the question of the type 
of the p. meson-nucleon interaction. A number 
of papers5- 9 propose to investigate the asymmetry 
in the angular distribution of the neutrons' from 
reaction (1) during the absorption of polarized p.

mesons. In references 5, 9, and 10 it is shown 
that the nucleus remaining after the p.- capture 
is polarized, where the degree of polarization de
pends on the type of the p. meson-nucleon inter
action (the p.- mesons can be unpolarized). The 
investigation of the circular polarization and the 
angular distribution8 of the y quanta in the radi
ative p.- capture (where, in the second case, the 
p.- mesons are assumed to be polarized) also per
mits the determination of the form of the interac
tion. 

We point out that there are practically no ex
periments on the absorption of polarized p.- mesons 
in p. mesic hydrogen, since the hyperfine structure 
in the mesic hydrogen atom and the effect of the 
jumping of the p.- meson from one proton to an
other lead to the complete depolarization of the 
p.- mesons. 11 •12 Furthermore, the probability for 
absorption of the p.- mesons in mesic hydrogen 
is extremely small. It is therefore of greatest 
interest to investigate theoretically the effects 
connected with the p.- capture in complex nuclei. 
In the present paper we calculate the angular dis
tribution of the neutrons produced according to 
reaction (1) during the absorption of polarized p.

mesons by complex nuclei. Preliminary results 
have been published earlier.13 
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2. ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION OF THE NEUTRONS 

The J.l.- mesons produced in the decay of 71"

mesons are polarized in the direction of their mo
tion. During the slowing down in the medium and 
the following formation of the mesic atom a depo
larization of the J.l.- mesons is possible, which can 

14 ' however, be incomplete. A part of the neutrons 
produced in process {1) leaves the nucleus imme
diately after the capture of the J.l.- meson, i.e., 
reaction {1) is a direct process. Under the assump
tion that, as in other weak interaction processes, 
parity is not conserved in the J.l.- capture, the an
gular distribution of the neutrons from the direct 
process has the form 

1 + P~~-~cosfJ, (2) 

where PJ.l. is the degree of polarization of the J.l. 
mesons at the moment of capture, a is asymme
try coefficient depending on the type of the four
fermion interaction of the J.l. meson-nucleon sys
tem and on the degree to which parity is not con
served, and (} is the angle between· the direction 
of polarization of the J.l.- meson and the direction 
of emission of the neutron. 

It should be noted that, in addition to the angu
lar distribution (2) of the neutrons emitted by the 
nucleus in the direct process, there is an isotropic 
background of neutrons from the decay of the com
pound nucleus formed in reaction (1). The spec
trum of the neutrons of the isotropic background 
has a maximum at the energy EN"' 1 to 1.5 Mev, 
while the maximum for the neutrons of the direct 
process lies at EN "' 5 Mev {see Sec. 3). One can 
thus decrease the background considerably by se
lecting the neutrons with energies EN ~ 3 Mev. 
It is to be expected that, for the lighter nuclei, the 
total number of neutrons consists essentially of 
neutrons from the direct process. 

Assuming parity nonconservation, we can write 
the Hamiltonian for the four-fermion interaction 
of the J.1. mesons with the nucle~ns in the form 

H = ~('¥ NOk'f"P )('¥. [gk- g~l•l 0 '¥11-) + herm. conj., 
k (3) 

where k = s, v, p, t, a denotes, respectively the 
scalar, vector, pseudo scalar, tensor, and axial 
vector variant, and 

Os = 1' 0~ ="(a, Op = "(5, Of~= - i2-'l• ("(a"(~- "({l"(a), 

0~ =- i&als• (~, ~ = 1, 2, 3, 4). (4) 

If gk = - gk we have the theory of the longitudinal 
neutrino, 15 in which the neutrino produced in proc
ess {1) is, with our Hamiltonian (3), polarized in 
the direction of its motion. If, during the absorption 

of the J.1.- meson, a neutrino is created which is po
larized opposite to its direction of motion, then we 
must change the sign in front of the asymmetry co
efficient a. 

Since the neutrino carries away most of the en
ergy released in the J.l.- capture, while the nucleons 
in the nucleus acquire only energies of a few Mev, 
we can treat the nucleons nonrelativistically in the 
s, v, t, and a variants of the interaction. For 
the p variant {which vanishes in the nonrelativis
tic approximation) we use the first approximation 
for the nucleons (in terms of vIc), in which the 
small components of the wave function ( cp) are 
expressed in terms of the large ones { 1/J) accord
ing to the well-known fo~mula cp = [ { (1 x p) I 2M c ] 1/J, 
where p = - iliV. Furthermore, we can neglect 
terms of order ltv I a, in the p variant ( 71: ..... 

-13 r J) 
2 x 10 em is the de Broglie wavelength of the 
neutrino, and aJ.l. "' 2 x 10-1 z-1 em is the radius 
of the K orbit of the J.l.- mesic atom). 

Since the binding energy of the J.l.- meson in the 
K orbit of the mesic atom is much less than its 
rest energy, we may restrict ourselves to the non
relativistic approximation of the J.l.- meson wave 
function. The nucleus is described by the shell 
model with jj coupling. The recoil energy of the 
nucleus is neglected. For the wave function of the 
emitted neutron we take the complex potential solu
tion, which takes into account the interaction of the 
neutron with the remaining nucleus. The potential 
of the shell model and the potential describing the 
interaction of the neutron with the nucleus are taken 
to be spherically symmetric. 

With these assumptions the wave functions of 
the proton in the { n, j, l) subshell, of the neutron, 
of the J.l.- meson, and of the neutrino can be written 
in the form 

00 

~P = Rnil (r) Qili z (r I r), ~ R~1 1 (r) r 2dr = 1, {5) 
0 

~N = ~N (r) XsN' 'f" N (r) 

= ~ / (2L + 1) aL (r) PL (kN r I kNr), {6) 
L 

~N (r) ~ (27t)-'l• (eikNr + (f 1 r) e-tkNr) for r--+ oo, * 
en 

IJI~~- = (47t)-'I•RIL(r)XsiL' ~R~,(r)r2 dr = 1, {7) 
0 

{8) 

Here n, j, l are the quantum numbers specifying 
the nuclear subshell in the shell model with jj 
coupling ( n is the number of nodes of Rn ·z { r) 
plus one, l is the orbital angular moment~, and 

*This asymptotic form takes account of the creation of the 
neutron. 16 
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j = l ± ~ is the total momentum of the proton) , X 
are normalized spinors, Uv is a normalized Dirac 
bispinor, and QjZjz( r/r) is a spherical spinor _17. 
Disregarding the finite dimensions of the nucleus 
(which is admissible for Z < 30 ), we have 

R~L (r) = 2a-'i•exp (- r jaiL), aiL= ! 2 / m~Le2 Z. I! 

The computational results listed below apply, 
strictly speaking, only to nuclei with completely 
filled proton subshells. In this case, according 
to the Pauli principle, a proton state in the nucleus 
is described by a wave function in form of a deter
minant made up of one-particle wave functions of 
form (5). It is easily shown, however, that the use 
of wave function (5) directly for the single proton 
in the calculations, with the subsequent summation 
over the projections of the total angular momentum 
jz and over all proton subshells ( n, j, l) in the 
nucleus, leads to the same result as the calculation 
using the determinant. If some sub shell ( n, j, l) 
in the nucleus is not completely filled, we must, 
generally speaking, include in the calculations the 
correlation between the angular momenta of the 
separate protons in this subshell. * We further 
note that, if the nuclear spin is different from 
zero, with the protons contributing to the spin, it 
is necessary to include the hyperfine structure of 
the mesic atom in the calculations. Since the latter 
causes a strong additional depolarization of the JJ.
mesons, such cases are not of great interest among 
the experiments under discussion, and we shall 
therefore leave them out of our considerations. 

With the usual formulas of first order perturba
tion theory we obtain from Eqs. (3) to (8) for the 
probability of emission of the neutron from the 
nucleus with an energy in the interval EN to 
EN + dEN (EN = n2k& /2M) into the solid angle 
dQN under the given angle e with respect to the 
direction of polarization of the JJ.- meson:t 

dW(£N, fi) = {[((fss+2Refsv+fvv) 

+ 3 (ftt + 2Re fta +faa)) Ao (EN) 

- 2Re (f pt + f pa) Ar (EN) + f Pr> A2 (EN)] 

+PI![(- (hss + 2Rehsv + hvv) + (hu + 2Rehta + haa)) 

X B0 (EN) +2Re (h,t+h,a) B1 (EN)- h,, B2 (EN) (9) 

+21m (hst + hsa + h,,t + h,,a) Go (EN) 

+ 21m (hpt + hpa) G1 (EN)] cos 6} dEN dDw ( 4o., 

*If the incompletely filled nuclear subshell (n, j, l) con
tains two protons with total spin zero, the formulas below 
remain valid provided we change (2j + 1) to 2 for this sub
shell in all formulas of the Appendix. 

tThe notations used in (9) and in the following formulas of 
this section are explained in the Appendix at the end of this 
article. 

where Ak(EN), Bk(EN), and Gk(EN) (k = 0, 
1, 2) are functions of the energy of the emitted 
neutron depending on the properties of the nucleus 
under consideration.* 

With the help of (9) we can write the angular 
distribution of the neutrons emitted from the nu
cleus in the form 

where 
rx (EN) = {I (hss + ?Re hsc, + hvv) 

- (hu + 2Rehta + haa)] ~o (EN) 

- 2Re (hpt L hpa) ~~(EN) ir (EN) + hpp ~2 (EN) l2 (EN) 

+ 21m (hst + hsa + hvt + hva) Oo (EN) 

+21m (hp1 + hpa) 01 (EN)} {{fss + 2Re fsv -! fvv) 

+ 3 (fll + 2Re fta +faa}- 2Re (f rt + f pa)rdEN) (ll) 

--!- f PP l2 (EN)} 1 . 

We remember that for JJ.- capture in mesic hy
drogen5 (neglecting the fine structure )t 

Our case is therefore different from that of the 
mesic hydrogen in that the quantities .Bk (EN) 

(12) 

and Yk ( EN) are here functions of the neutron 
energy depending on concrete properties of the 
nucleus, and also in that additional terms involv
ing Ok (EN) appear. The order of magnitude of 
the functions Yk (EN) for the nucleus agrees with 
the values in formula (12). 

In the theory of the longitudinally polarized neu
trino ( gk = - gk) formula (11) takes the form 

cxlong.(EN) = {(--I gs + gv 12 +I g, + ga 12) ~o (EN) 

-f- 2Re [g; (g1 -f- ga)] ~1 (EN) i1 (EN) -I g, j 2 ~2 (EN) i2 (EN) 

-21m [(g; + g;) (g1 + ga)l 00 (EN) (13) 

-21m [g; (gt + ga)l ol (EN)} {I gs + gv j2 + i5/ gt + ga 12 

--2Re [g; (g1 + ga)l11 (EN)+ I gP l2 l2 (EN)r1 • 

In the absence of pseudoscalar coupling we ob
tain from (13) 

rx!~i~·(EN) = {(-I gs + gv 12 +I g1 + ga 12) ~o (EN) 

-21m {(g; + g:) (g1 + ga)l llo (EN)} (13a) 

X {jgs+gvl 2 +3lg,+ga/2P· 
-....,-,::-----,--= 

*Formulas (2) and (3) of reference 13 do not include the 
terms describing the interference between the Fermi and Gamow
Teller interactions. The interference term missing in (3) is 
given by formula (A 12) of the Appendix. Furthermore, (2) and 
(3) should be multiplied by the function p nj l (EN), which is also 
given in the Appendix. 

tin reference 5 the tensor and axial vector operators are 
defined as o~.B = (';6) (YaY,B- Y,e yr) and o: = Ya y 5, respectively. 
Here we use the usual definition [see (4)]. 
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For pure p coupling we have 

:x~ong.(£N) = - ~2 (EN). (13b) 

Integrating over the energy of the emitted neu
tron EN, we obtain, instead of (9), (10), (11), and 
(13), formulas of completely analogous form, in 
which the functions Ak ( EN), Bk ( EN), Gk ( EN), 
f1k (EN), Yk (EN), and Ok (EN) are replaced by 
the corresponding constants Ak, Bk, Gk, '[jk, Yk• 
and 6k, which depend, of course, on the properties 
of the given nucleus. 

We note that in the special case of emission of 
the neutron and the neutrino in opposite directions 
(nN + nv = 0) the angular distribution of the neu
trons has the form (10) with 0! given by (11) and 
(13), f1k = 1, Ok = 0, and Yk very close to the 
Yk of formula (12). 

We add a few remarks concerning the formulas 
obtained. 

1. If it turns out that the interaction of the J.L 
mesons with the nucleons is that of the Gell-Mann 
- Feynman theory, 18 which assumes the presence 
of the a and v variants with one common coup
ling constant, then, according to (13), the asymme
try effect in the angular distribution of the neutrons 
disappears. 

2. The pseudoscalar coupling is multiplied by a 
factor ""' Y20 :Ln all formulas. 

3. The spin-orbit interaction of the emitted neu
tron with the nucleus has been neglected in the der
ivation of our formulas. The inclusion of this inter
action leads to the expressions given in reference 13. 
Estimates made for some special cases lead us to 
assume that the spin-orbit interaction has little ef
fect on the angular distribution of the neutrons. It 
may, however, become quite important in the com
putation of the polarization of the neutrons in proc
ess (1). 

3. NUMERICAL CALCULATIONS FOR 0 16 AND 
ca'o 
The quantities entering into the formulas (9) and 

(11) were calculated for the J.L- capture in the nu
clei 0 16 and Ca40 • The calculations were made 
under the following assumptions. 

(A) For the radial proton wave functions in the 
nucleus we used the wave functions corresponding 
to a square-well potential. The dependence of the 
radius of the well R on the mass number A was 
assumed to have the form R = r 0A1/ 3 • We neglected 
the dependence of the radial wave function on the 
quantum number j, so that the binding energies 
of the protons in the nucleus are completely deter
mined by the values of the quantum numbers n 

and l. The order in which the proton shells are 
filled was, hence, taken to be: 1s2, 1p6, 1d10 , 2s2, 

etc. From the binding energy of the proton in the 
nucleus, Ep, for a given radius of the potential 
well, R, we found the well depth Up with the 
help of well-known formulas. Then the binding 
energies of the remaining protons in the nucleus 
were determined. We note that Gk (EN)= 0 for 
nuclei with closed proton shells, if we neglect the 
dependence of the radial wave function of the pro
ton in the nucleus on j. This is easily seen by 
immediately carrying out the summation over 
j = l ± ! in formula (A4) of the Appendix. 

(B) The interaction of the neutron with the nu
cleus, VN ( r ), is described by a complex square 
well ( VN ( r) = -UN ( 1 + iO for 0 :s r < R, and 
VN(r) = 0 for r > R) with the same radius R 
as in the case of the proton. 

The use of the complex potential allows us to 
consider a definite absorption probability for the 
neutrons in the nucleus. In contrast to the scatter
ing problem where ~ > 0, the choice of the asym
ptotic neutron wave function (6) presupposes in our 
case that ~ < 0. 

(C) The coordinate dependence of the J.L- -meson 
wave function in the K orbit is neglected. 

The parameters of the proton and neutron po
tentials and of the proton states in the nucleus are 
listed in Table I. The values of r 0 and UN are 
chosen in agreement with the paper of Feshbach, 
Porter, and Weisskopf. 19 

TABLE I 

I I Proton energy levels 

! u I u in the nucleus (in Mev) 
Nucleus I r,-tu"(cm) N P 

I I 

I l (Mev) I (Mev) 
Is tp !d 

I 
2s 

I 

I 
Q16 1.45 42 32.3 22.1 12.1 * 1~61s.35• Ca40 1.45 42 31.7 25.6 19.3 

*The data on the proton binding energy sp are taken 
from Ref. 21. 

The calculations were carried out on the "Strela" 
computer of the Moscow State University. In order 
to guarantee a sufficient accuracy (""' 5% ), we had 
to include all orbital angular momenta L of the 
emitted neutron up to L = 3, inclusively, in the 
case of oxygen, and up to L = 4 for the case of 
calcium. For the following it is convenient to in
troduce the dimensionless coupling constants c 
instead of the coupling constants gk: 

for.gk = ck (10-49 erg cm3 ) 

(similarly for gk_), and to measure the energy 
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where 'Pik = cf'ck + ci*ck, and the quantities 
Wk (EN) are related to the quantities Ak (EN) 
in an obvious manner. For the total probability 

W = J dW (EN) we obtain a completely analogous 

formula with Wk (EN) replaced by Wk = 
jwk (EN) dEN. 

The results of the calculations are given in 
Table II and in Figs. 1 to 4.* The dotted curves 
in the figures refer to calculations done assuming 
no absorption of the neutrons in the nucleus (.; = 0 ), 
the solid curves refer to calculations including the 
absorption effect ( .; = - 0.15 ) . 

EN in Mev. Formula (9) then yields for the prob
ability of emission of neutrons with energies in the 
interval EN to EN+ dEN as a result of the direct 
process: 

Figure 1 ( 0 16 ) and Fig. 2 ( Ca 20 ) show that 
the probability of emission of the neutrons on ac
count of the direct process has a clearly expressed 

*Figures 1 to 4 show the dependence of the quantities 
Wo (EN) and ,Bo (EN) on the energy EN. The form of the dW (EN)= {[('tss + 2Rerrsv +'tv,,) 

+ 3 ('fit+ 2Re Cfta + Cfaa)JWo (EN) 

- 2Re ('f'pt + 'f'pa) W 1 (EN) + 'fpp W 2 (EN)} dEN, 

(14) 
curves for W 1 (EN) and W 2 (EN) is practically the same as that 
of the curve for Wo (EN). The deviation of ,8 1 (EN) and ,8 2 (EN) 
from ,Bo(EN) does not exceed a few percent.· 
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maximum at neutron energies of EN "' 5 Mev. 
The inclusion of absorption in the nucleus levels 
out the maximum without changing its position and 
lowers, of course, the magnitude of the probability. 

In columns 3, 4, and 5 of Table II we list the 
values of W0, W1, and W2 integrated over the 
energy of the neutron EN. Columns 11 and 12 of 
Table II give the ratios of the J.l.- -capture proba
bilities integrated over EN for the different shells. 
It follows from these data that, at least for the light 
nuclei, the J.l.- mesons are mainly absorbed by pro
tons belonging to the outer shells of the nucleus. 
Of the eight protons in 0 16 only the six protons 
in the outer 1p shell are effective in the J.l.- cap
ture, and of the 20 protons in Ca20 , only the 12 
protons of the two outer shells ( 1d and 2s ) . Col
umn 12 shows clearly that our calculations do not 
support the assumption that the protons in the nu
cleus absorb the J.l.- mesons with approximately 
equal probabilities (see, e.g., reference 20). 

Figures 2 and 4 show the dependence of (30 (EN) 
on EN. The effect of the absorption of the neutrons 
in the nucleus is quite large. It greatly enlarges 
the value of (3 0 (EN) while, at the same time, 
smoothing out its dependence on EN.* The values 
of /1k and Yk are listed in columns 6 to 10 of 
Table II. The comparison of these data with (12) 
shows that the difference between our case and the 
case of J.l.- capture in mesic hydrogen is, roughly 
speaking, that the asymmetry coefficient aH for 
mesic hydrogen with neglect of the hyperfine 
structure is here multiplied by some positive fac
tor smaller than unity. For an absorption corre
sponding to ~ = - 0.15, O!H is reduced to about 
half its value. It is easily shown that f3k (EN) "' 
E1g for EN_. 0. 

To exhibit the sensitivity of our results to a 
variation in the parameters, we repeated the cal
culations for 0 16 with r 0 = 1.3 x 10-13 ·em and 
UN= 52 Mev (in agreement with reference 19, 
we assumed r 0u1g = const). The proton param
eters were the following: Up= 36.6 Mev, binding 
energies €if = 12.1 Mev, and Ei5' = 24.3 Mev. 
Within the limits of error of the calculation, the 
results agree with the data obtained with our ear
lier value r 0 = 1.45 x 10-13 Mev (for example, 
taking ~ = -0.15 we get /10 = 0.491, and the 

*As shown in a number of papers devoted to the calculation 
of the scattering neutrons from nuclei, the choice of an ab
sorption coefficient corresponding to ( =- 0.15 is, for our 
neutron well parameters and for energies EN- 5-15 Mev, 
quite reasonable. 

ratio of the probabilities of J.l.- capture in the 1s 
and 1p shells is equal to 1: 31, etc.). 

4. CONCLUSION 

The calculations for the absorption of J.1.- mesons 
in oxygen and calcium lead to the following results. 

1. The energy spectrum of the neutrons emitted 
from the nucleus immediately after the J.C capture 
has a clearly expressed maximum at neutron en
ergies of EN "' 5 Mev. 

2. The overwhelming majority of the 11- mesons 
is absorbed by protons in the outer shells of the nu
clei. 

3. The angular distribution q (e) of the neu
trons emitted during the absorption of polarized 
11- mesons by nuclei can, in first approximation, 
be represented in the form 

q (6) = 1 + p~~IXH COS 6, 

where aH is the asymmetry coeffioient for J1 
meson capture in mesic hydrogen (with neglect 
of its hyperfine structure), and the factor {1 
( I /11 :s 1 ) depends on the properties of the nucleus. 
{1 Ri +0.5 for 11- capture in 0 16 and Ca40 . 

4. Since the degree of polarization of the J.l
mesons in the K orbit of the mesic atoms reaches 
the value P 11 "' 0.15 to 0.20 (see references 14 
and 22), while O!H is enclosed within the limits5 

-1 :s O!H :s +lfa, one may, for (i"' 0.5, expect an 
asymmetry on the order of 3 to 10% in the angular 
distribution of the neutrons from the direct process. 

Recently there appeared a preliminary account23 

of measurements of the angular distribution of neu
trons for the J.l.- capture by S, Zn, and Pb. The 
results are apparently isotropic. It should be noted, 
however, that the experimental errors of these 
measurements are comparatively large ( 2% for S, 
3% for Zn, and 10% for Pb). Since the expected 
asymmetry effect may amount to only a few percent, 
reliable conclusions can be drawn only from meas
urements with accuracy of at most a few tenths of 
a percent. 
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APPENDIX 

We give a list of the symbols used in the article: 
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fab = g:gb + g~·g~, hab = g:g~ + g~·gb (a, b = S, V, p, t, a); 

Ak (EN)= C Y [(2j + 1) I (2! + 1)] (E~1112Mc2 )k Anjl (EN) Pnil (EN); 
njl 

nj I 

G k (EN) = C 'S [(2j + 1) I (2! + 1 )l(E~1ri2Mc2 )k Gnjl (EN) Pnil (EN); 
njl 

[ik (EN) =- Bk (EN)/ Ak (EN). ik (EN)= Ak (EN)/ Ao (EN). ok (EN) = Gk(EN)/ Ao (EN); 

Ak = ~ Ak (EN) dEN; Bk = ~ Bk (EN) dEN. Gk = ~ Gk (EN) dEN; 

~k=- Bk(ifk. ';(k = Ak/Ao. 3k = GkiA~. (k = o, 1, 2); 

Anil (EN)= ~(2L + 1) (2A +I) (Ci~Ao)2 1 bLAnil (EN) 2 ; 

LA 

(A.1) 

(A.2) 

(A.3) 

(A.4) 

(A.5) 

(A.6) 

(A.7) 

(A.8) 

Bntz (EN) = Re ~ [(2L -t- I) (2L -t- 2) (2L -t- 3) (2A -t- I) (2A + 2) (2A -t- 3)]'1' [C~00Ao Ci~1oA+Jo W (L -t- Ill A; A -t- IL) 
LA 

X bLAnjl (EN)b~+JA+Jnjl (EN)+ Ci~loAoCi~A+lo W [Ll!A; A+ IL +I) bL+JAnjl (EN) b~A+Injl (EN)]; (A.9) 

Gnil (EN)= 6 (2! +I) W (tjl-}; -}z) Im 2; [(2L + 1) (2L -t- 2) (2L -t- 3) (2A + 1)(2A -t- 2) (2A + 3)]'1• 
LA 

X rci~AOC~0+10A+loX (LA!; L + I A+ ll; Ill) b~Anjl (EN) bL+JA+Injl (EN) 

-:-Ct0oA+roCi)_wAoX (LA -t- ll; L -t- lA!; Ill) b~+rAnil (EN) bLA+Inil (EN)]; (A.10) 

co 

bLAnil (EN) = ~ R," (r) a~ (r) h (kvr) Rnil (r) r 2dr; (A.ll) 
0 

C = (2M)'1•h-7c-3 ; 

E~jl = E~i~Jax- EN; E'll~ax = m,,c2 - 8"-S ')} 1; 

Pnil (EN)= E'J.J(E'lJ~ax-EN)2 ; 

jA(x) = (7r/2x)1/2JA+1f2(X) is the spherical Bessel 
function; RJ..L ( r) is the normalized radial wave 
function of the J..L- meson for the ground state of 
the mesic atom; W are the Racah coefficients;24 

the definition of the quantities X is given in ref
erence 25; PJ..L is the degree of polarization of the 
J..L- mesons at the moment of absorption; EJ..L is the 
binding energy of the ground state of the mesic 
atom; mJ..L is the mass of the J..L- meson; Er;JZ is 

the binding energy of the proton in the subshell 
(n, j, Z); M is the mass of the nucleon (we neg
lect the proton-neutron mass difference). 

Leaving out the sum over ( n, j, Z.) in formulas 
(A.2), (A.3), and (A.4) and substituting these ex
pressions in (9), we obtain a formula describing 
the absorption of the J..L- meson in a given filled 
subshell (n, j, Z). 

We note that Gn lho (EN) = 0 for l = 0. 

W~f[a (EA·, 0) =' (2'1'/3) (-)i-s (2j + I) ~ iL+A-L'-A' (- )I+f+h (2I + I) (21' + 1) (2L -t- 1) (2L' + I) (2A -t- I) (2A' -t- I) 
ILAI' L' A' gfh 

X (2g +I) (2f-t- I) (2h + I) Ci~AoC~oA'oCroA'oCl~h1C}\hr W (I-} Al; Lj) X ( L' A'l; I'gj;-} I ~J 

X X (jl' g; If I; A I A') X (II f; Lhl; -} L' 1' J Re {[hst + hsa -t- hvt + hva] b; LAnil (EN) brL'A'nil (EN)} cos 0. (A.l2) 
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